
The Gospel of Mark 
“The Kingdom is at Hand” 

Mark 16 

 

• II Cor. 5:21, Gal. 3:13 

• Hebrews 6:19-20, 9:3, 7-8, 12, 24-28, 10:19-20 

 

• Mark 16:1-8 

• Mark 16:1-4 

Where are the disciples? Do they appear to be “waiting” for the resurrection? 

How would you “rate” these women in regards to faith as compared to the disciples? 

Interesting, what were these women not looking for? 

Why would they need the stone rolled away if He had been raised? 

Really cool…this too is a testimony to the authenticity of Scripture 

If this were some later pious version, they might have been shown to be going to see His resurrection 

This on top of the fact that Jewish law required 2 male witnesses 

These women are really no different than the disciples 

• Mark 16:6-8 

The disciples were unfaithful because they could not come to terms with Jesus’ death 

The women proved unfaithful precisely because they had come to terms with it 

 

“And Peter.” What do you make of this? 

Really cool, “and Peter”…man, does God understand us 

Peter SO needed encouragement and God was more than happy to give it 

God is preoccupied with Peter feeling restored, not with Peter’s mistake 

Cool, Peter is the first and last disciple mentioned in Mark 

 

Also cool there really is no explanation to this “young guy in white” but is most obviously an angel (actually 2) 

 

“Ahead of you”…really amazing verb 

When you read this, you immediately have this sense that he is way out ahead of you 

Which is the way we view our walk with God sometimes 

It is really a military word for leading troops forward or what a commander would use when making an advance 

with his troops 

It is a going ahead together with a leader of a Kingdom army…very cool 

Again, Mark is making sure we realize, nothing WILL EVER BE THE SAME 

It is a real revolution we are in 

 

Now, for the great Mark controversy…is this the end of the book, or did the scroll tear off at the end 

• Mark 16:9-20 

Read other one verse ending…this seems very unlikely…not a finish and very unlike Mark’s style, so formal 

Really no definitive answer as to whether or not this is Mark’s writing 

Can make an argument either way 

On the one hand it doesn’t seem likely Mark would stop in verse 8 

a) ending a paragraph in “for” – like ending a sentence in Greek with a preposition 

b) the verse leaves little hope ending with the failure of these women, and men for that matter, in believing 

c) no expression of the finality of the resurrection other than this discourse with the unnamed angel 

On the other hand, this can seem to be just like Mark 

a) Mark’s writing is mysterious…and it is plausible that he would leave his readers with the final decision of 

faith 

b) The added ending sounds much more like bits and pieces from Matthew and Luke, which were suspiciously 

written later 

c) The chapter starts all over again, reintroducing these women that have already been introduced 

d) The general feel of these verses reads differently than the rest of Mark 

e) Mark might not have felt it necessary to belabor for the early church what they already knew about the 

church’s formation 



 

I really don’t know, though it seems more likely than not that these verses do not fit 

And frankly I don’t know that it matters greatly 

Mark has uniquely called us into living in the new Kingdom as one’s that do not belong here 

Mark ends with ambiguity where we MUST live out our faith with the resurrected Christ 

 

Mark’s NIV Commentary pg. 626 

The ending touches on the problem that fallible humans must live with failure. The way of discipleship is not a 

triumphant procession through the world, like a hot knife cutting through butter. It is a way pocked by personal 

failure after personal failure. It may seem that the Gospel ends on a pessimistic note because Mark does not report 

that the women successfully fulfill their commission. Mark’s story, however, is not about the disciples’ foolishness 

and failure. The Gospel is about the power of God, which overcomes human dysfunction and disaster. We know that 

Jesus’ resurrection was proclaimed and is being proclaimed throughout the world, just as Jesus said it would. This 

means that God’s will and Jesus’ promise have been fulfilled DESPITE human disobedience. 

 

 

 


